Diagnostic and management dilemma in basaloid squamous cell carcinoma of lung showing significant response to immunotherapy: Case report and literature review
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma is a rare subtype of non-small cell lung cancer, accounting for 3.9–5.2% of all lung squamous carcinomas. The prognosis is still debated and there is limited evidence regarding the efficacy of immunotherapy in this relatively uncommon population. Case Report: We report a case of basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma, which was initially diagnosed as small cell carcinoma before completion of all immunohistochemical tests. The patient received seven doses of nivolumab after progression on chemotherapy. Although the treatment had to be interrupted due to colitis, she had a near-complete response. Conclusion: Besides illustrating the importance of immunohistochemical staining to aid in accurate diagnosis, this case also demonstrates the deep and durable response to nivolumab. The patient responded significantly better than the reported median progression free survival for squamous cell carcinoma with second line nivolumab. Although this case report demonstrates a remarkable response, it will be important to validate the predictive response to nivolumab in large randomized studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma is an uncommon variety of non-small cell lung cancer and represents 3.9–5.2% of all lung squamous carcinomas. However, the prognosis is still unclear as some publications have reported poorer prognosis while others report favorable prognosis mainly in earlier stages in those who undergo lobectomy [1–4]. Differentiation of basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma from small cell carcinoma relies on immunohistochemical staining, which has significant implications for prognosis and management [5–7].

To our knowledge, this is the first case report which demonstrates durable response to immunotherapy in basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma.
CASE REPORT

A 51-year-old female with a 50 pack-year smoking history was referred to the hospital after an outpatient chest X-ray, and subsequent computed tomography (CT) of the chest from 14 March 2019 (Figure 1), which reported a large left hilar lung mass. She reported worsening dyspnea and cough for three months, associated with intermittent pleuritic chest pain, reduced appetite but no significant weight loss. She was hypoxic, saturating at 93% on 3 liter on nasal prongs at the time of presentation to hospital with widespread wheeze.

Her past medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, adrenal adenoma, hypertension, transient ischemic attack, fatty liver, depression, and diverticular disease. She denied history of alcohol use and had no pertinent family history of malignancy. The chest CT revealed a large left hilar mass obstructing the upper as well as lower lobe bronchi with near-total collapse of the upper lobe of the left lung and evidence of obstructive patchy pneumonia in the residual upper and lower lobes of the left lung. Abdominal CT also noted abdominal lymphadenopathy with possible adrenal metastasis.

Core biopsy of the lung mass was performed on 18 March 2019. The features were suggestive of an infiltrating carcinoma in sheets with hyperchromatic nuclei. This was associated with brisk mitotic activity and scant or absent cytoplasm. No glandular or squamous components were seen, and the chromatin pattern also showed neuroendocrine features (Figure 2). Moderate nuclear positivity was seen with thyroid transcription factor 1 (TTF-1), but synaptophysin and chromogranin were negative. The diagnosis of small cell lung cancer was made based on the microscopic features and initial immunostaining. TTF-1 was positive along with focal staining of C56 and CAM 5.2 was also strongly positive. As initial overall morphological and immunohistochemical features were considered to be consistent with small cell carcinoma, the patient was commenced on carboplatin and etoposide. Her Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance score was 2, and she had mild hemoptysis during the first few days of the first cycle of chemotherapy. No significant improvement was noted in her symptoms after initiating chemotherapy. Interestingly, as the synaptophysin and chromogranin were negative, the immunohistochemistry (IHC) was extended with the additional stains, and those were strongly positive for P63 and CK5/6 (Figure 3). P63 and CK5/6 are usually negative in small cell carcinoma. Although there were features resembling small cell carcinoma in most areas, basaloid squamous cell carcinoma (BSCC) features were also noted on further review of the slides. Due to these findings, it favored the diagnosis of basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma.

Based on the revised histopathology report, the chemotherapy was changed to carboplatin and gemcitabine. Although the hemoptysis resolved, she was commenced on nivolumab due to clinical progression. She completed seven cycles up until October 2019. Unfortunately, there were multiple treatment delays due to an episode of infective colitis followed by immune-related colitis confirmed on colonoscopy requiring intermittent use of high dose steroids. Despite this, she gradually improved clinically with associated improvement in functional status. This was radiologically confirmed on repeat restaging scan which showed near complete response (Figure 4). She remains stable on the most recent scan from 25th May 2020.
DISCUSSION

Basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma is an uncommon subtype of non-small cell lung cancer, first described by Brambilla et al. in 1992 [1–3]. There is limited evidence regarding prognosis of metastatic basaloid carcinoma although mixed outcomes were reported in retrospective studies [3, 4, 8–12]. Basaloid carcinoma of the lung can exist in pure form or mixed with other non-small cell carcinoma subtypes, including squamous cell [3]. Basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma, along with keratinizing and non-keratinizing squamous cell carcinoma, makes up 20% of lung cancer cases [13].

Cytologically, basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma shares many features with other lung carcinoma subtypes thus making diagnosis difficult [3]. Cytomorphologic features that are shared between basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma and other high-grade neuroendocrine carcinomas include hypercellularity, round small to medium hyperchromatic cells, no prominent nucleoli, no three-dimensional structure, necrosis, mitoses and specific nuclei findings including naked nuclei, crush artifact, and molding [14].

The importance of immunohistochemical staining as an adjunct to aid in the accurate diagnosis of pulmonary malignancies cannot be overstated [5, 15, 16]. Typical histochemical features of BSCC include positive staining for P40, P63, and CK5/6 and negative staining for neuroendocrine markers and TTF-1 [6, 10, 13, 14, 17–20]. Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation is often negative [17]. This case highlights the role of immunohistochemical staining, as the strongly positive P63 and CK5/6 markers led to the diagnosis of BSCC as they are usually negative in small cell carcinoma [21, 22].

Interestingly, the tissue stained positive for TTF-1 in this case, which contrasts with the literature that states TTF-1 is usually negative in BSCC.

An accurate diagnosis, which is aided by immunohistochemical staining, has profound implications for prognosis and treatment regimen [5–7]. In this case, the correct diagnosis led to the change in treatment regimen. She was eventually commenced on nivolumab, a programmed death-1 (PD-1) inhibitor, and demonstrated significant response. Ilie et al. reported PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors promote promising clinical responses in patients with squamous cell lung carcinoma and Brahmer et al. reported the benefit of second line nivolumab in squamous cell lung carcinoma in CHECKMATE017 [23, 24]. They further investigated the prognosis associated with basaloid squamous cell lung carcinomas that express PD-L1 and contain CD8+ and PD-1+ tumor-infiltrating T cells, finding that these features indicate better outcomes [23].

There is no clear evidence to guide the best treatment for basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma and is conventionally treated as squamous cell carcinoma. This case illustrates the potential deep and durable response with immunotherapy which provides some support to use immunotherapy in patients with basaloid squamous cell carcinoma. The progression free survival in this case will also be significantly longer (more than 12 months) compared to the reported median progression free survival in CHECKMATE017 trial which was 3.5 months [24].

CONCLUSION

This case illustrates the importance of immunohistochemical staining to aid in accurate diagnosis of basaloid squamous cell lung carcinoma, which has profound implications for prognosis and treatment. As it is evident in this case, this patient responded significantly better than the reported median progression free survival for squamous cell carcinoma with second line nivolumab. Although this case report demonstrates a remarkable response, it will be important to validate the predictive response to nivolumab in large randomized studies.
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